Certified ELD

Electronic HOS Driver Log Application

(as listed on the FMCSA Website)
e-Track Certified™ by ATS is a completely ELD Compliant, cost effective, State of the Art, Electronic Driver Logs Application that will simplify the new complex rule sets that have been released by the DOT.

**e-Track Certified™ Advanced Features & Functionality**

- All new Rule Sets including State Variances and Exception Rule Sets.
- Country specific rule sets for U.S.A., Canada, & Mexico.
- Restart Rules, Rest Breaks and Sleeper Berth, Personal Conveyance and Yard Moves provisions provisions are included.
- Advanced Alerting and Notification System lets users know before compliance errors occur.
- Automated duty status changes and electronic Driver logs help driver through their day.
- e-Track Certified™ saves time and money to help Motor Carriers increase profits!

**Cost effective Certified ELD HOS Solution**

Our Electronic Driver Logs Application is available as a Native Android Application.

![Android App](http://www.atsfleettracking.com)

NOTE:
Minimum Android version supported is 4.4.2 KitKat.

iOS version available as an AOBRD Compliant Solution. Minimum iOS version is 8.3. (Excluding version 9.2.1 which has issues)

**User Friendly Design**

A clean, crisp, user friendly design ensures the best possible user experience for Drivers. Electronic Driver Logs are easy using the e-Track Certified™ Mobile Application.

Users of the system will have no problem navigating through the system. All features are readily available using an advanced interface.
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**Integrated Vehicle Inspections (DVIR)**

e-Track Certified™ has an integrated Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR) that allows the driver to log the Pre and Post Trip Vehicle Inspections easily as required by DOT Regulations.

An optional Interim Vehicle Inspection also allows the driver to perform spot checks during the day as necessary.

**Advanced Driver Dashboard**

Drivers know at a glance how they are doing as they go through their day using the Driver Dashboard.

Drivers know quickly the status of any of the Daily and Weekly Windows they must keep track of. Color coded status indicators let the drivers know ahead of any HOS issues.

---

**Partnership Opportunities for qualified GPS Providers**

Establishing strategic partnerships with qualified GPS Providers and Resellers remains our primary means of distribution.

Opportunities currently exist for qualified GPS Providers and Resellers to partner with ATS, integrating our State of the Art Electronic HOS Driver Log Application as an add-on service that can be made available to clients.

---

**Unparalleled Customer Support**

We take Customer Support Seriously and are responsive to customer needs.

We make certain our Customer Support Department is highly responsive to ensure all customer needs are met in the most efficient and timely manner possible.

---

For more information or to view our no obligation demo, call us today!
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